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Abstract
This paper predicts the decision of financial analysts and the government regarding making
a cryptocurrency investment decision using a mathematical approach in the game theory
and linear programming solved by a simplex algorithm, the approach is based on the challenges
in the market of cryptocurrencies related to the accounting and economic issues, and also
related to the unethical actions in the trading of cryptocurrencies. The challenges are the
inputs to the mathematical approach, where I assign weights for the importance of each
variable of the challenges in a payoff matrix that affects the game between the financial
analysts and the government.  Based on the accounting, economic, and unethical challenges,
the mathematical results of the game show pessimistic predictions for cryptocurrencies
trading and usage in the future, where it predicts that financial analysts’ best decision is not
to invest in cryptocurrencies, and the government’s best decision is not to encourage
investment in cryptocurrencies. This paper encourages future research to study cost-effective
analysis of investing in cryptocurrencies, calculate the gain from investing in cryptocurrencies
compared to costs, consider the competitive advantages for financial instruments compared
to the cryptocurrencies’, the solution to the accounting, economic, and unethical problems,
and the government’s regulations.  Therefore, schools of business should include a subject
for educating cryptocurrencies and its issues to undergraduate and postgraduate learners.
Future research if optimistically predicts the future of cryptocurrencies, would benefit the
new generation to keep on and find good opportunities for investments and new jobs, and in
the meantime protect the economies.
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Introduction
Cryptocurrencies are considered financial innovations in the previous decade till today, it has gained popular
attention among young investors and some large investors as well, where it is considered an investment
opportunity regardless of the high volatility associated with it, in addition, it has some important benefits for
trading and money transfer among countries. It has opened new trends for new jobs for young qualified
generations to work as brokers and market analysts to help beginner investors yield the desired returns from
investing in cryptocurrencies. Nevertheless, not all trading companies for cryptocurrencies are trustworthy
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due to the high hidden costs they impose on the investors before getting any return on their initial investments,
to the degree that some of these trading companies are considered scams, and investors lose their investments
with such companies.

Subsequently, large companies and small and medium-sized companies might monitor the markets of
cryptocurrencies and their technical analysis performed by technical analysts and financial analysts to make
the correct investment decisions when needed.  But in fact, the magnitude of such investment decisions is
doubtful for financial analysts to make cryptocurrencies’ investment decisions due to various complications
related to the accounting problems for cryptocurrencies, the economic challenges among countries worlds
apart, and the regulations differences among countries. All that makes cryptocurrency markets unpredictable
markets with high risk and potential changes in the investors’ demand if restrictions by governments are
imposed over the investment in cryptocurrencies, regardless of the predictions by some trading experts that
look optimistic for the future prices of cryptocurrencies for the coming two decades.

The challenge of accounting for cryptocurrencies is the major caution financial analysts should take into
account before making investment decisions to invest in cryptocurrencies,  where accounting issues are related
to measuring the cost of mining and trading, such as energy consumption and electricity,  to allocate to the
investment cost and record in the books, and reporting high-quality financial reports for better governance
and transparency in respect to cryptocurrencies (e.g., Makurin  2020; Chou et al., 2022;  Gallersdörfer et al.,
2023).

Moreover, there is no specific GAAP or IFRS to account for cryptocurrencies, which leads to financial
reporting issues, auditing issues, and taxation issues. Therefore, cryptocurrencies controversially can be
accounted for as cash and cash equivalent, inventory, intangible assets, or financial instruments with the
purpose for holding it, subsequently raising the issues of cryptocurrency valuation and earning management
in the financial reporting ( e.g., Foy, 2019; Hyytiä and Sundqvist, 2019; Shehada and Shehada,  2020; Liu et al.,
2021; Chou et al., 2022; Huang et al., 2023; Niftaliyev, 2023; Luo and Yu, 2024).

In the meantime, political economies seek to overcome the international economic issues related to high
inflation rates, taxes, balance of payment, wage prices, oil shocks, interest rates, budget deficit, trade deficit,
budget balancing, and other issues leading to international economic recessions. Therefore, political economists
focus on economic fluctuations, international trade issues, and monopolies to predict cryptocurrency exchange
rate challenges, as a consequence, governments work on regulating cryptocurrencies due to their speculative
nature to protect investors against losing their investments in cryptocurrencies(e.g., Foy, 2019; Hyytiä and
Sundqvist, 2019; Tarasovaa et al., 2020; Huang et al., 2023).

Moreover, on the other side,  governments impose more restrictions nowadays than in the past decade to
protect the economies and the economic indications from downfall issues, where cryptocurrencies in some
contexts form a threat to the exchange rates by governments and central banks,  and the international trade
measures for imports and exports. Government restrictions work to prevent illegal actions like money laundering,
drug trade, and terrorist activities. Therefore, not all governments accept the cryptocurrencies trade and using
it as a tool for payments.

To that extent, there is a game between the investors (more specifically financial analysts) and the governments
regarding favoring and encouraging the decision to invest in cryptocurrencies or not. Therefore, this paper’s
major question is “Is it doubtful for financial analysts to make a cryptocurrency investment decision”? taking
into account the effect of cryptocurrencies’ bright side and dark side, demand changing of investors, future
prediction of cryptocurrencies prices, political aspects, cost of trading and mining cryptocurrencies, economic
recessions, accounting issues for cryptocurrencies, international trade volume, financial instruments prices,
banks’ projects to investors, cryptocurrencies regulatory bodies, educating cryptocurrencies, unregulated trading
for cryptocurrencies, and unethical considerations of cryptocurrencies trading.

In this paper, I use a 2×2 game in the game theory using linear programming method to decide the best
strategy for financial analysts and governments. Where the hypothesis of this paper is (H1: it is doubtful for
financial analysts to make a cryptocurrency investment decision). The calculations for the game theory and
linear programming methods are calculated using my estimated inputs to a website calculator helpful for
easing the calculations of the payoff matrix and forming the linear programming equations and their results
for unfamiliar researchers with mathematical techniques.
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The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: section II presents the method, section III presents the
results, and section  IV presents the conclusions and discussion.

2. Method

2.1. The Model
Cryptocurrencies investment decisions are questionable by most of the financial analysts in the companies
interested in investing in cryptocurrencies to include in the investment portfolio. The risk and volatility attached
to cryptocurrencies make it a risky investment that should be carefully analyzed before making any investment
decisions.

I use a 2 × 2 two-person game of two players, player A is the investor (financial analyst)  who has two
strategies, one is to decide to invest in cryptocurrencies, and the other is to decide not to invest in
cryptocurrencies, and on the other side is player B who is the government that has two strategies, one is to
encourage investment in cryptocurrencies, and the other is to not encourage investment in cryptocurrencies,
and the game takes into considerations most of the significant variables shown in the introduction of this
paper,  that affect the strategy’s choice of both players A and B, where I assign weights for such variables based
on my estimation to its importance to affect the decision to choose the best strategy for both players.  In
addition, I use a linear programming model to predict more accurately the best strategy for each player and
make the best choice regarding the cryptocurrency’s investment decision.

I use the website https://cbom.atozmath.com/CBOM/GameTheory.aspx?q=lpp as the tool to prepare the
2 × 2 two-person game and the linear programming model used in this paper to predict the best strategy for the
financial analysts and the government. The model is based on a mathematic payoff matrix in the game theory
for analyzing a conflict to choose between the financial analysts’ two strategies to be used against the conflicting
interests of the government‘s strategies, where both consider the cryptocurrencies’ benefits and challenges.
The model is based on the two strategies for the financial analysts A1 and A2, and two strategies of the
government B1, B2, B3, B4, B5, B6, B5, B6.  All regarding the decision to invest in cryptocurrencies or not by the
financial analysts and to encourage this investment or not by the government.

Table 1 presents the weights I assign to the variables I predict to affect the decisions of both the financial
analysts and the government (ranging between Wi = 10 to Wi =40) based on each one’s expected payoff whether
high or low weight, which I list in order based on my judgment about their importance and are used to prepare
the mathematic payoff matrix in the game theory, followed by the linear programming method to help make the
accurate decision to help answer this paper’s major question and compare to the hypothesis H1.

Table 1: Weights for the Importance of the Variables Expected to Affect the Decision of Player
A (Financial Analysts) and the Decision of Player B (Governments) Regarding the

 Cryptocurrencies Investment Decision

Weights for the Weights to
Variables Payoff Matrix in a Assign to the                Indications

Descending Order Payoff Matrix

Investors demand 40 f Warrant a sustainable growth
of cryptocurrencies

Political aspects 39 a Political economies push forward

Educating cryptocurrencies 38 p Enrichment of learners’ knowledge
regarding cryptocurrencies

Cryptocurrencies  bright side 37 b The benefits guaranteed

Cryptocurrencies regulatory 37 n The regulation for protecting
bodies investors

Cryptocurrencies dark side 35 c The high risk of losing the investment
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Table 1 (Cont.)

Weights for the Weights to
Variables Payoff Matrix in a Assign to the                Indications

Descending Order Payoff Matrix

Unethical considerations of
cryptocurrencies  trading

Cryptocurrencies future
prediction

Banks’ projects offered to
investors

Accounting issues for
cryptocurrencies

Economic recession

Unregulated trading for
cryptocurrencies

Cost of trading and mining
cryptocurrencies

International GDP

Financial instruments prices

International trade volume

32

30

27

25

20

17

15

14

12

10

m

e

l

d

h

o

g

j

i

k

The unaccepted actions for imposing
hidden costs on the investors by
trading companies

The bias to promising predictions by
the beneficiary  parties

The banks‘ investment opportunities
in production, manufacturing, and
services offered  to investors other
than financial investments

No one unified accounting standard
to account for cryptocurrencies

The lack of investments in
production, manufacturing, and
services

Lack of governance and control over
the cryptocurrencies trading

High cost incurred by the investors
to invest in cryptocurrencies with
trading companies

The production growth’s negative or
positive effect on investment in
cryptocurrencies

The competitive advantages of
financial instruments other than
cryptocurrencies.

The exchange rates’ high or moderate
fluctuations among countries and
their effect on cryptocurrencies prices

Note:  (*) Since: f<a<b<...............<k    (as the variables rank),
Then: the inputs to the 2 × 2 two-person gamemathematic payoff matrix in thegame theory, between the financial
analysts and the government regarding the investment in cryptocurrencies decision are:

Note: Inputs are entered into the matrix before running the linear programming model using the website of :
https://cbom.atozmath.com/CBOM/GameTheory.aspx?q=lpp
A1 = to invest in cryptocurrencies; A2 = to not invest in cryptocurrencies; B1, ..., B8 = to encourage investment or
to not encourage investment
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In this game theory, I determine firstly the payoffs for each player A and B in each possible outcome using
the website aforementioned.  I use linear programming method to determine the best value for each player in
the game, which is the amount that each player can rely on to predict the decision to best answer the question
for each player in this game.

3. Results
I use the data in Table 1 to generate the results of the game theory problem using linear programming method
calculator on the website aforementioned, without presenting equations to the researchers unfamiliar with
algebraic and algorithms techniques, where the website calculator makes all the required calculations and
presents the results and equations to interpret and make the decision quickly in practice, and to answer this
paper’s major question as well. The payoff matrix in Table (1) shows the inputs to the website calculator that
I run to obtain the required results.  Table 2 shows the payoff matrix of the game to run between the financial
analysts (player A) and the government (player B). The payoff matrix is not at a saddle point. Therefore, I can
continue running the algorithm.

3.1. Results for the Steps of Running the Game and Using the Linear Programming
Table 3 presents the results summary of the algorithm running the game using the linear programming method
between the financial analysts and the government regarding the cryptocurrencies investment decision, by
running the game using the website for the mathematic payoff matrix in the game theory.  Where the goal of the
game is to make the best correct decision by both the financial analysts and the government.

Table 2: The Mathematic Payoff Matrix in the Game Theory Between
the Financial Analysts and the Government Regarding the Cryptocurrencies Investment Decision

(The Payoff Matrix is not at a Saddle Point )

Note: Player A = the financial analyst with two strategies (to invest in cryptocurrencies or not) matching B1 B2, B3 B4, B5,
B6, B7, and B8, Player B = the government with two strategies B1 B2, B3 B4, B5, B6, B7, and B8 to encourage
investing in cryptocurrencies  or not.

From Table 3,  the algorithm shows the steps beginning with the payoff matrix that has no saddle point,
followed by the linear programming which is solved by an appropriate simplex method. Financial analysts’
(player A’s) objective is to maximize the expected gains by deciding to invest in cryptocurrencies, which can be
achieved by maximizing the value of the game V, i.e., it might gain more than V if the government ( player B )
adopts a poor strategy and encourages cryptocurrencies investment. The expected gain for financial analysts
(player A)  is shown mathematically in step 4 in the table. On the other hand, the government’s (player B’s)
objective is to minimize its expected unfavorable situation to encourage cryptocurrencies investment, which
can be reduced by minimizing V, i.e., the financial analysts (player A) adopt a strategy to not invest in
cryptocurrencies. The expected unfavorable situation for the government (player B) is shown mathematically
in step 7 in the table.

3.2. Interpreting the Optimal Solution for Both Players (Financial Analysts and the Government)
Figure 1 shows the value of the game on the graph, which is the lowest point V in the shaded region, the value
of the game is 16.48 units. It presents the amount that each player can expect to win or lose on average and is
calculated too in the linear programming shown in Table 3.
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Table 3: Results Summary for the Steps of Running the Game Between the Financial Analysts
and the Government Regarding the Cryptocurrencies Investment Decision

1) The game has no saddle point 2) Reducing the payoff matrix

3) Final reduction to the payoff matrix

4) Financial analysts’ (player A’s) objective is to
maximize the expected gains by deciding to invest in
cryptocurrencies, which can be achieved by maximizing
V, i.e., it might gain more than V if the government
(player B ) adopts a poor strategy and encourages
cryptocurrencies investment. The expected gain for
financial analysts (player A)  is as follows:5) From step 4:

6)

7) The government’s  (player B’s) objective is to
minimize its expected unfavorable situation to
encourage cryptocurrencies investment, which can
be reduced by minimizing V, i.e., the financial
analysts (player A) adopt a strategy to not invest in
cryptocurrencies. The expected unfavorable
situation for the government (player)  B is  as
follows:

8)
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Table 3 (Cont.)

9)

 
10) Solve this problem in step 9 using algorithm of the simplex method

Positive maximum C j-Z j is 1 and its column index is 1. So, the entering variable is y1.
Minimum ratio is 0.03 and its row index is 1. So, the leaving basis variable is S1.
4" The pivot element is 35.
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Table 3 (Cont.)

11)

Positive maximum Cj-Zj is 0.57 and its column index is 2. So, the entering variable is y2. Minimum ratio
is 0.06 and its row index is 2. So, the leaving basis variable is S2. 4" The pivot element is 12.71.

12)
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Table 3 (Cont.)

13)

 

 

Results are found using the calculator on the following website: https://cbom.atozmath.com/CBOM/

GameTheory.aspx?q=lpp&q1=39%2c37%2c35%2c25%2c30%2c40%2c15%2c20%3b12%2c14%2c10%2c27%2c32%
2c37%2 c17%2c38%60A 1%2cA2%60B1%2cB2%2cB3%2cB4%2cB5%2cB6%2cB7%2cB8%60lpp%60true
&dm=D&dp=2&do=1#PrevPart
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From Table 3 financial analysts’ (player A’s)  optimal strategy is the greater ( A1 =  0.26 to invest in
cryptocurrencies, and  A2 =  0 .74 not to invest in cryptocurrencies). Therefore, the peak that cryptocurrencies
show now in the market might be temporary for a while ahead, and unlike the predictions of the experts and
the beneficiary parties in the market, the upward trend soon will turn into a downward trend till such investment
in cryptocurrencies will be at very low level,  and it all depends on the investors’ demand and studies for such
opportunity of cryptocurrencies to invest in. Therefore, the beneficiary parties are exerting all the efforts to
grow the marketing for such opportunities of investment online and in businesses to attract investors. The
successes of such cryptocurrencies will be based on the cost-effective analysis and the benefits to exceed the
costs, and on solving accounting, economic, and ethical issues around such investment,  which is not very
well understood now in the current phase by most of the investors who are looking for quick returns from such
cryptocurrencies trading and mining techniques that grow the investment quickly and to the maximum return
possible.

On the other hand, the government’s (player B’s) optimal strategy is the greater (B3 = 0.07 to encourage
investment in cryptocurrencies, B7 = 0.93 not to encourage investment in cryptocurrencies).Therefore, the
governments in most countries work on regulating the investment in cryptocurrencies to the degree that will
not harm itself and its fiscal policies and the exchange rates’ economic fundamentals related to international
trade and money transfers’ control. Therefore, the accounting, economic, and ethical issues around
cryptocurrencies have a big impact on the government’s decision not to encourage investment in
cryptocurrencies to a certain degree that allows control over money transfer abroad,  and smoothing the
exchange rates risk to avoid high fluctuations and economic instability, as well as avoiding the unpredictable
economic indications.  It is unpredictable in the current phase whether the governments and the political
economists in most countries will continue discouraging investment in cryptocurrencies for a long period
ahead, or will soon participate in the trading and the usage of cryptocurrencies to transfer money and make
investments in coordination with the central banks. Nevertheless, if investors’ demand for investment in
cryptocurrencies declines, as the prediction shows in this study,  the entire system may be eliminated from the
economies. Therefore, this questionable matter will remain unanswered till the governments and political
economists influence its success and growth for the foreseeable future.

Figure  1: Results of the Graphical Method for Calculating the Value of the Game Between
Financial Analysts and the Government Regarding the Cryptocurrencies Investment Decision

Note: Results are found using the calculator on the following website:

Source: https://cbom.atozmath.com/CBOM/GameTheory.aspx?q=graph&q1=39%2c37%2c35%2c25%2c30%2c40%2c15%
2c20%3b12%2c14%2c10%2c27%2c32%2c37%2c17%2c38%60A1%2cA2%60B1%2cB2%2cB3%2cB4%2cB5%2cB6%2cB7%
2cB8%60graph%60true&dm=D&dp=2&do=1#PrevPart
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As a result, based on the accounting, economic, and ethical issues around the investment in cryptocurrencies,
hypothesis H1is verified, where it is doubtful for financial analysts to make a cryptocurrency investment
decision, and is assured by the government’s strategy to not encourage investment in cryptocurrencies. Therefore,
the paper’s results are significant for showing the doubtful insights around the cryptocurrencies investment
decision for both investors and governments.

4. Discussion
Innovations in finance like cryptocurrencies have attracted beginner and professional investors in developed
countries and developing countries as well, because of the expected benefits it provides and overcoming
governments’ restrictions, as well as the expected return on this type of investment. Therefore, the demand of
investors for cryptocurrencies has made peak prices, in a world now facing economic recession, high inflation
rates,  and a rise in living costs.  In addition,  some investors are looking for investment opportunities in
cryptocurrencies to grow and expand their business and investment portfolios.

However, there are issues around cryptocurrencies, related to accounting, economies, and ethical
considerations. There is no unified GAAP or IFRS to account for cryptocurrencies, and different standards can
be used and affect financial reporting and earnings management in practice. In addition, the negative effect on
the international economies is witnessed by governments and central banks regarding the exchange rates and
the unpredictable economic indications. Moreover, the unethical issues raised by cryptocurrencies trading
companies in respect to the hidden cost of the investment and lack of transparency, as well as by the investors’
illegal actions to transfer money,  money laundering, drug trade, and terrorist financing activities.

As a result, governments work to impose restrictions to regulate this type of investment, and in the meantime,
experts and beneficiary parties from cryptocurrencies predict a promising future for cryptocurrencies growth
and usage, which I consider a doubtful prediction, and needs future research to follow up and analyze
carefully.

As a consequence, there is a game between the investor (financial analysts in particular) and the government
regarding the financial analysts’ cryptocurrencies investment decisions and the government’s encouraging
investment in cryptocurrencies. Therefore, in this paper, I present this game by using a 2×  2 games in game
theory approach and a linear programming method solved by a simplex method algorithm using an appropriate
website calculator.

The results of the game show pessimistic predictions for cryptocurrencies trading and usage in the future,
where the financial analysts’ best decision is to not invest in cryptocurrencies, and the governments’ best
decision is to not encourage investment in cryptocurrencies. The reason behind the results of not to invest in or
encourage investment in cryptocurrencies is because of the issues around cryptocurrencies regarding
accounting issues, economic issues, and unethical issues unless political economists influence cryptocurrencies
usage and investment the same as other financial instruments in the markets are still used and traded.

5. Conclusion
This paper encourages future researchers and financial analysts to follow up cautiously on the answer to the
currently unanswered question in the market regarding the future of cryptocurrencies, where cost-effective
analysis is required, benefits compared to costs need calculations, competitive advantages for financial
instruments need to be compared to the cryptocurrencies’, the accounting, economic and unethical problems
need to be solved, the governments’  regulations need to be protective, fair and encouraging. Therefore, schools
of business should include a subject for educating cryptocurrencies and its issues to undergraduate and
postgraduate learners. Future research if optimistically predicts the future of cryptocurrencies, would benefit
the new generation to keep on and find good opportunities for investments and create new jobs using the new
technologies around the trading of cryptocurrencies, and in the meantime taking into consideration the
protection of international economies to not downfall.
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